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Signified: This means the concept or meaning, as distinguished from the sign through which it is communicated .
Signifier: the sign, something that signifies something else, or stands for something else. It can be a
written word, the sound of a word, a drawing of the object or a photograph. All are signifiers of a concept/ idea.
Duality: In language, the signified and the signifier have arbitrary relationship. The word has no meaningful relationship with the idea/concept it represents. “Dog” is the same idea in any language.
Peirce’s three categories of signs:
Icon: An icon resembles the sign, or real-world object. Like a male or female stick-figure on a bathroom
door.
Index: A direct connection exists between the real-world object and the index-sign. An exit sign with
an arrow is an indexical sign. Many indexical signs are context-dependent. Some are learned, like the
meaning of a doorbell ringing.
Symbol: The meaning of a symbol must be learned, the relationship is arbitrary.
Representamen: The sign. The representation of the real thing. Could be a written word, or a photo or
a sound or a painting.
Interpretant: The mental concept conjured in the mind of the person seeing the sign (signifier). It is
“interpreted” according to that viewer’s experiences and culture.
Syntagm (pronounced “sin-tam”): A set of units/signs with a fixed sequential relationship. The “rules”
of order is a feature of the syntagm. As in letters. Words which are misspelled break the rules of the
syntagm. Clothes in an outfit can be a syntagm. Getting dressed follows a convention of what is considered “proper.” A sock worn as a mitten breaks the “rules” of the syntagm.
Paradigm (pronounced “pa’ra-dime’”): A set or collection of units/signs with no proper order. Musical
notes are a paradigm. They can be arranged/composed in many different combinations, no right or
wrong way. Paradigms often have convention associated with them. As in movie editing, we know from
experience how to interpret a fade to the next scene, or a flash-back. The set of editing possibilities is a
paradigm.
Metaphor: One sign stands in for another; we know to transfer meanings and associations to the sign
which is a metaphor for another thing.

Metonym: One thing is chosen to stand for many others. It is a “poster child” for the group of likethings, the perfect example.
Denotation: The straightforward meaning of a sign. The thing directly represented. A photo of a child
means “child.”
Connotation: The style or form of how the denotated thing (above) is depicted. The conventions of
soft-focus photography connotate sentimentality. A drawn comic cartoon of a child might be intended to be funny; that would be its connotation.
Convention: An unspoken, often unconcious agreement as to how we should respond to a sign,
learned through cultural associations. The way it is usually seen of done.
Motivated: how closely does the sign resemble it’s reality, the object signified? A photo is more motivated than a simple drawing.
Garment system:
Language and speech: Barthes wrote about a “garment system” for language. Speech is the “way of
wearing” meaning. The accent or tone of voice affect the way we interpret what is being said. Typography serves this same role.
Barthe’s Modern Myths: Meaning is generated by different groups in a society (advertisers?) and reinforce misconceptions. In advertising, learned myths are propagated by images and situations which
reinforce them.
Digital Codes and Analogue Codes: digital is individual units, clearly different from each other. Analogue is ambiguous where one unit leaves off and another begins, like flowing, musical notes. Codes
are any system of meaning.
Every ad operates with three messages: Linguistic Message , Coded Iconic Message, Non-coded
Iconic Message:
Linguistic message: In reading an ad, this is simply the text itself, face value. The linguistic element
can carry multiple meanings, or multiple messages. (as in Volkwagen is the manufacturer and we
could also have other connotations with the word.
The Coded Iconic Message: the symbolic associations we have with the images. Works on the level
of connotation.
The Non-coded Iconic Message: This is the medium; the way the image is perceived cannot be separated from the medium (is it a photo? a pencil drawing? a video? The medium itself is an integral part
of our perception of the message). “The medium is the message.” Works on the level of denotation.
Anchorage: The text anchors the meaning of the images. This is a part of the Connoted message
(coded Iconic message)

Relay
Text in short snippets working together with images to advance the meaning, as in comic strips, also
as in movies (think moving images with dialogue).

Coded message vs. uncoded message
Uncoded Iconic message: the direct meaning of the images (a picture of an apple means the fruit:
an apple), Also this is the denoted message.
The coded message is the symbolic, culturally-learned meanings we can read into images. An
image of an apple could mean the MacIntosh corporation, and all the associations you may have
with that corporation and it’s products. Or an image of an apple could mean the apple in the book of
Genesis, in the Bible, the forbidden fruit (both are cultural associations, or connoted meanings).
Official Language
Any official language has territorial limits. This could be physical boundaries of a country, as in Japanese is the official language of the Island-nation of Japan. Or it could be any other kind of territory,
as in the territory of this text-book is communication design, the production of work by graphic
designers and artists. What is the official language of this territory? What is an unofficial language of
this territory?
Hierarchy in Language
Examples: English versus Spanish taught schools in California; slang in the dictionary is specified as
slang.
Capital
Value: Monetary or cultural, as in a diploma earned through skillful use of the official system of language, which could lead to a better-paying job.
Paragraph on 94:
Social uses of language owe their value to being organized into systems of differences. To speak is
to adopt a style which already exists and is marked by a hierarchy of styles which corresponds to a
hierarchy of social groups. In a sense then, these different styles/dialects are both classified and classifying by marking those who use them.
Examples of dialect which carry official and non-official conotations:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03iwAY4KlIU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldAKIzq7bvs
Foucault born 1926, died 1984: Therory: Gender bias in the media perpetuates inequality.
Magical Act (Bordieu’s)
Signifying Compound: The images, medium and words/text, altogether. More than the sum of the
individual parts.

